
CAHORS

CAHORS
Your stay includes :
3 nights in a double or twin 
room with breakfast,
4 meals excluding drinks, vi-
sits and activities mentioned.
Offer available from april to 
october 2018. Possibility of 
realizing this stay outside the 
mentioned dates, without
cruise.
City tax not included

Other optional services on re-
quest: adapted transport,ren-
ting of wheelchairs, technical 
aids...
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Informations and booking: 
OFFICE DE TOURISME CAHORS 

SAINT-CIRQ LAPOPIE 
Vallée du Lot - +33(0)565241395  

groupes@tourisme-cahors.fr

Price: 
Discover Cahors
3 days/2 nights 

from 235 €
per person

Rocks, rivers and  wine - discover Cahors and its 
thousand-year-old vineyards

Set in the majestic surroundings of the Lot valley, Cahors 
welcomes you with open arms. From history to  gastronomy, 
sun, soil and savoir faire It’s not just the wine but the whole way 
of life in the Lot  which you are invited to share.

Day 1:
Arrival and settling in at the Hotel Chartreuse. 
Depending on your time of arrival you can choose a sensory tour 
of the town or of the Valentré Bridge in the company of a guide 
expert in the area’s history.
Lunch or dinner in the restaurant «Au Fil des Douceurs»

Day 2:
Cruise the great meander round Cahors, discovering the town 
from the river and passing through the river’s manually operated 
locks.
Lunch at the Château de Haute Serre in a restaurant set up in 
the cellars together with a visit to the Haute Serre vineyard.
Dinner at the Hotel Chartreuse

Day 3: 
Visit to the Château Saint-Sernin vineyard in the company of the 
owner, together with the Barriq’Art exhibition. Wine tasting.
Lunch at the Auberge du Vieux Douelle.
Visit the Mur2Douelle, the largest contemporary mural in Eu-
rope, painted by the artist Camizo, which depicts the history of 
wine making from ancient myths to the present day.

www.itervitis.fr @VitisPourTous
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